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	Millions of people around the world have many photos stored on their laptop and desktop
	computers, external hard drives, CDs and DVDs, and flash drives. Most images are just sitting
	there idle, waiting for the world to see them. Some have been unused for years. Up until
	now there has been no guide to help people find ways to use these photos.


	Hidden in various places around the Internet are hundreds of ways to make photos come alive
	online, in print form, in scrapbooks, on the walls of people’s homes, in blogs, on social networking
	sites, and in many other places.


	101 Quick and Easy Secrets for Using Your Digital Photographs takes those who wonder what to
	do with their photos on a journey where they will immediately discover not only a place to
	exhibit their work, but also ways to make their photos work for them by selling them online
	and on the ground.


	This book is for using, manipulating, posting, sharing, publishing, managing, and promoting
	photos that you have taken or plan to take. Online platforms will be introduced so that you can
	begin navigating through the many free sites to put your photos to use. You’ll learn how to use
	your photos in such online locations as Flickr, MySpace, Photobucket, and Facebook. You’ll
	learn about everything from free downloadable software to manage your photos, such as Picasa
	(Google’s photo management program), to programs that are already on your computer, such
	as iPhoto on a Mac and Windows Live on a PC.


	This book also walks you through the printing process, from learning about the right type
	of printer for your needs to finding the best paper to make your photos last nearly forever.
	If you don’t want to print your photos yourself, the book shows you the most reasonable ways
	to outsource your printing.


	Using your photos wouldn’t be complete for some without mentioning the latest in scrapbooking
	trends, including extensive how-to instruction on how to build layers in Photoshop to make
	the most compelling of scrapbook pages. You’ll learn about how to use digital kits for making
	scrapbooks as well as places to find great free materials for making scrapbook pages.
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The Psychology of the InternetCambridge University Press, 1999
This timely volume explores the psychological aspects of cyberspace, a virtual world in which people from around the globe are acting and interacting in many new, unusual, and occasionally alarming ways. Drawing on research in the social sciences, communications, business, and other fields, Patricia Wallace examines how the online environment can...
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Mathematics & Physics for Programmers (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Math and Physics for Programmers, Second Edition, is for many different people. If you

	thumb through the pages, you can gain a sense of the topics covered and the presentation of

	the material. The discussions of mathematics, physics, biology, and other topics are meant to

	help you understand how such topics can assist you as a...
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Differential Diagnosis in Orthopaedic OncologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This volume presents both the radiologist's and the pathologist's approach to differential diagnosis of musculoskeletal tumors and tumor-like lesions and details the radiologic and histopathologic features helpful in confirming a diagnosis. The book is illustrated with over 1,200 radiographs, CT and MR images, full-color...
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Japanese For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	W e live in a wonderfully global and amazingly diverse society. Exchanging ideas, products, foods, and friendship across national and cultural boundaries is the key to making our lives richer and more meaningful and peaceful. Besides, traveling abroad is a lot cheaper than it used to be. Grabbing your passport and setting off on an adventure...
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Life Matters : Creating a Dynamic Balance of Work, Family, Time & MoneyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In their groundbreaking book Life Matters, Roger and Rebecca Merrill  affirm that the key is proactively creating a dynamic, synergistic life balance  between work, family, time, and money. Many believe that you can either have a  balanced life at home or you can be highly productive at work, but you can’t do  both. The Merrills...
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iOS 5 Core Frameworks: Develop and Design: Working with graphics, location, iCloud, and morePeachpit Press, 2011

	Everyone seems to have an opinion as to why their favorite mobile platform is better than the others. Some prefer iOS, others choose Android—each platform has its pros and cons. For me, however, iOS stands above the rest in large part due to its use of powerful native frameworks.


	Sure, frameworks and...
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